
 

FITTING CUSTOM GRAPHICS 

1. Firstly, you will need nice clean plastics. Clean thoroughly and wipe down with prep sol / 

acetone or a mineral spirit. If Silicone spray has been used on plastics clean them a couple 

times its causes problems with the adhesive, If there are any scratches on the plastics use a 

Stanley knife and try to smooth them off, If they are really bad use sand paper lightly. 

2. Start with a flatter plastic, lay the sticker down on the plastics with the backing still on to see 

how it lines up with the edges, holes etc.  

3. Use a hair dryer, heat gun or lie in sun to soften the sticker, do not get them too hot. 

4. Peel back the backing around 30mm and apply to the guard as you pull the backing off make 

sure to push down the graphics, so you don’t get air bubbles.   

 

 

WITH CURVY PLASTICS LIKE MUFFLER SIDE PLATES 

PEEL THE BACKING OFF and lay it on a piece of glass, then cut it into 3 strips horizontally.  

Then re-apply the top and bottom piece of the backing. When you apply the sticker to the side plate 

it will only stick to the middle part which gets the curved shape started. 

Then take the bottom backing off and rub down making sure there are no bubbles.  

Repeat to the top. 

Where there is a crease or fold over edges it is critical to rub fairly hard on where the sticker folds 

over before and after, you have to make a memory in the sticker so it will stay down. 

Removal of edges where legs and knee braces rub this can be done with a sanding block. 

Clean stains marks etc. using acetone/ brake clean or gumption work well, just keep rag really wet 

with cleaning fluid. 
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JERSEY PRINT FITTING APPLICATION   

The best way is to use a bench top, with print you need to remove the backing tape, non-sticking 

side. 

Lay flat on the bench with backing side facing up - separate the 2 films with the print staying on the 

bottom sticky backing, 

With MESH Jerseys use grease proof paper type or even a few pieces of white A4 paper inside the 

front and back of Jersey, so glue from Jersey print wont glue you're Jersey together. 

Sit print down on Jersey in position, Get Iron nice and hot, use a bench not a padding ironing board, 

press hard using circular motions to heat and release glue from print. 

Best way to check if it's working just peel from a corner to see if glue is sticking to the Jersey, 

another way is you will see the Jersey print has impregnated the Jersey Material. 

Remove application backing tape while still on bench – it will come off easier when it is still warm.   

 

IF YOUR NOT SURE JUST GIVE MONGREL MOTOS A RING 0402 101 905 

                        
 


